Advantages:

- Max. lifting height of platform is 1.14M. It is very convenient to pick up goods. The capacity of storage compartment in front of the operator is 60kg.
- Advanced power steering system (EPS) handle ensures effortless and highly efficient maneuver ability.
- Ergonomic human engineering design provides the convenience and comfort operation.
- Combining of regenerative brake and electromagnetic brake provides soft and reliable brake.
- Side-way battery designs is very convenient for maintenance and replacement.
- Adding the USB charge device on the control panel which could charge the phone, pad and so on.
- Strong powers which allow the travel speed at 60km/h when loaded. The max. graduality could reach 15%. Improve the working efficiency and reliability.
- Advanced AC control with reliable performance is easy to maintain. Speed frequency control makes good control precision.
- With small turning radius and stepless speed control ensure the trucks can be used in narrow workplaces.
- With reasonable layout of the key components, it is convenient to maintain.

**Model:**

- OPL10G
- OPL12G